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Top 10 FIFA World Cup Cryptocurrencies that Are Soaring
The entire crypto market has experienced a crisis following the collapse of FTX on the 9th of
November 2022. Bitcoin (BTC) lost 25% of its value across three days, and the FTX token fell by a
staggering 90%. However, the crypto sphere didn’t just experience a financial crisis but a
psychological one too. The loss of trust among many investors and the wider public has probably
offset mass crypto adoption by years. The native token of the Chiliz blockchain (CHZ), which powers
the largest sports fan token creator platform Socios.com, has spiked 11% in the last 24 hours. Top
world cup fan tokens for the national soccer teams of Portugal (POR) and Argentina (ARG), both
major contenders to win the Cup. Here are the best 10 FIFA world cup cryptocurrencies that may be
the best bet for sports fans.

 

Chiliz (CHZ)

Chiliz is a fintech platform for the sports industry to allow global fans to get closer to their favorite
sports teams and clubs. Chiliz is a currency option for blockchain-backed products & services geared
toward mainstream consumers. It is one of the fastest soaring FIFA world cup cryptocurrencies.

 

Flow (FLOW)

Flow is a Web3 platform powering the next generation of games, apps, and digital assets chosen for
its combination of scalability and usability for consumers and developers. Flow is the only layer-one
blockchain created by a team that has consistently delivered industry-leading consumer-scale Web3
experiences including CryptoKitties, Dapper, and NBA Top Shot. One of the best FIFA world cup
tokens to check out.

 

Santos FC Fan Token (SANTOS)

The fundamental goal of the Santos FC Fan Token (SANTOS), like that of many other sports fan
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tokens, is to give its holders governance control. Shareholders of SANTOS tokens are eligible for
benefits such as voting on kit colors and receiving gifts such as fan badges. The Santos FC Fan
Token is a native BEP-20 token that is released on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC). It is one of the
fastest soaring FIFA world cup cryptocurrencies.

 

Atletico Madrid Fan Token (ATM)

It has a circulating supply of 0 ATM coins and a total supply of 10 Million. If you would like to know
where to buy Atletico De Madrid Fan Token, the top cryptocurrency exchanges for trading in
Atletico De Madrid Fan Token stock are currently Binance, Gate.io, BKEX, and Paribu.

 

Paris Saint-Germain Fan Token (PSG)

The PSG fan token is a secured utility token on the Chiliz Network, a proof-of-authority sidechain
built on Ethereum. PSG fan tokens are finite, making them a priced commodity for users. There will
be a total supply of 20,000,000 tokens minted with 2,500,000 rolling out per year for eight years. It
is one of the fastest soaring FIFA world cup cryptocurrencies.

 

 The Manchester City Fan Token (CITY)

The Manchester City Fan Token allows CITY fans to have a tokenized share of influence on club
decisions, purchased through the consumer-facing platform, Socios.com, fans can engage in a wide
variety of club decisions, for example, choosing a goal celebration song or deciding on team bus
design, earn rewards and money can’t buy experiences. It is one of the top world cup fan tokens to
check out.

 

FC Barcelona Fan Tokens (BAR)

FC Barcelona Fan Tokens are digital assets that can be purchased through the Socios.com app,
which will reward fans from all over the world for every activity they take on the app. They can climb
leaderboards and earn reward points that can be used to purchase exclusive items and once-in-a-
lifetime events.

 

The Lazio Fan Token (LAZIO)

The Lazio Fan Token is a BEP-20 utility token designed to revolutionize the fan experience for all
S.S. Lazio supporters. The token empowers S.S. Lazio fans to participate in team voting polls, hunt
digital collectibles, purchase NFTs, and enjoy gamification features that are tied with fan rewards or
great experiences. It is one of the fastest soaring FIFA world cup cryptocurrencies.

 

 dotmoovs (MOOV)



dotmoovs has a circulating supply of 800 Million MOOV coins and a total supply of 1 Billion. If you
are looking to buy or sell dotmoovs, Uniswap (v2) is currently the most active exchange. dotmoovs is
Gamifying sports in the ultimate Play2Earn platform powered by blockchain and a state-of-the-art AI
system to analyze videos of players performing sports challenges.

 

Inter Milan Fan Token (INTER)

Inter Milan Fan Token has a circulating supply of 3 Million INTER coins and a total supply of 20
Million. If you are looking to buy or sell Inter Milan Fan Token, Paribu is currently the most active
exchange. The INTER Fan Token allows Inter Milan fans to have a tokenized share of influence on
club decisions, purchased through the consumer-facing platform, Socios.com, fans can engage in a
wide variety of club decisions, for example, choosing a goal celebration song or deciding which MMA
fighters should face off and in doing so, earn rewards and money can’t buy experiences.
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